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Apache CXF is an open source services framework that makes web service development easy, simplified, and standard based. CXF provides many features such as frontend programming, support for different transports and data bindings, support for different protocols, and other advanced concepts like Features and Invokers. It also provides a programming model to build and deploy RESTful services.

The focus of the book is to provide readers with comprehensive details on how to use the CFX framework for web services development. The book begins by giving us an overview of CXF features and architecture. Each feature is explained in a separate chapter, each of which covers well defined practical illustrations using real world examples. This helps developers to easily understand the CXF API. Each chapter provides hands on examples and provides step-by-step instructions to develop, deploy, and execute the code.
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Check Your Vocabulary for English for the Ielts Examination: A Workbook for Students (Check Your Vocabulary Workbooks)Peter Collin Publishing, 2002
Nonnative speakers of English will find this instructional workbook a helpful source for improving and expanding their English language vocabulary in preparation for the IELTS examination (International English Language Test for Students). Over 60 activities are provided, including word games, puzzles, and quizzes that are specifically designed to...
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Deformable Surface 3D Reconstruction from Monocular Images (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Vision)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010


	Deformable surface 3D reconstruction from monocular images is an active area of research in the

	Computer Vision community. This encompasses recovering both the shape of thin objects that can

	be treated as surfaces without perceptible thickness and the visible envelope of fully 3D objects.

	Whereas this may seem easy for a human...
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Essential JavaFXPrentice Hall, 2009
As we complete the final edits and our printing deadline looms, we’re excited and grateful to be involved with JavaFX. In February 2009, JavaFX reached the 100,000,000th download of the JavaFX runtime.1 The ranks of JavaFX developers will undoubtedly grow as more developers see the flexibility and power of JavaFX. This synergy, we believe,...
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The Well Timed Strategy: Managing the Business Cycle for Competitive AdvantageWharton School Publishing, 2006

	Most companies ignore one of their best opportunities for honing competitive advantage: the opportunity to proactively manage business cycles and macroeconomic turbulence. Despite the profound impact that the business cycle has on the fortunes and fate of so many businesses large and small--and the employees and investors...
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RESS EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical introduction to programming responsive websites using an innovative methodology in web design and development


	Overview

	
		Easy-to-follow tutorials on implementing RESS application patterns
	
		Information flow diagrams which will help you understand various RESS architectures with...
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Breakthrough Business Negotiation: A Toolbox for ManagersJossey-Bass, 2002

	Although there are many how-to books on negotiating, they provide little useful guidance on how to conduct complex realworld negotiations. Advice on conducting two-party negotiations about a modest number of issues isn’t hard to come by, but few negotiations are that simple. While dealing with the other side, negotiators typically also...
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